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(R4) 15:45 WETHERBY, 2m 3f 85y 

Bobby Renton Handicap Chase (Class 3) (4YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 214/14P
-

BALLYANDY 263 BF 
b g Kayf Tara - Megalex

7 11 - 12 Sam Twiston-Davies
N A Twiston-Davies

140

Jockey Colours: Red, white disc, diabolo on sleeves
Timeform says: Champion Bumper/Betfair Hurdle winner who made successful chase bow
last autumn. Seen only twice subsequently last term, pulling up in Cheltenham handicap
latterly, but retains plenty of potential.  (Forecast 2.38)

Notes: 

2 5F1/16F
-

WILLIE BOY (IRE) 216 
b g Tikkanen - Pandora's Moon

7 11 - 8 G Sheehan
C E Longsdon

136

Jockey Colours: Light blue, red braces, white sleeves, red armlets, light blue and red quartered cap
Timeform says: Lightly raced chaser who showed he's capable when fresh when making
successful reappearance at Newbury last November. Seen only twice, leaving Venetia
Williams after a fall at Cheltenham in March.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

3 0U/26F-
4

KATACHENKO (IRE) 152 C 
b g Kutub - Karalee

9 11 - 4 B S Hughes
D McCain Jnr

132

Jockey Colours: Emerald green and yellow (quartered), white sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Useful at his best, including going down narrowly on reappearance last
year. Not one more maximum trust but capable of getting involved off this mark if on a going
day.  (Forecast 6.50)

Notes: 

4 41U213- ACDC (IRE) 179 
b g King's Theatre - Always Alert

8 11 - 0ht Mr L Quinlan (7)
C Grant

128

Jockey Colours: Black and white stripes, chevrons on sleeves
Timeform says: Three wins over fences at up to 3m last term and also ran very well when
third competitive Ayr handicap final start. Up another 3 lb for that so will require a career best
to prevail.  (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 

5 3-54132 REAR ADMIRAL (IRE) 13 D 
b g Dushyantor - Ciaras Charm

12 10 - 9t Sean Bowen
M W Easterby

123

Jockey Colours: Light green, mauve chevrons, light green sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Temperamental sort but did resume winning ways at Perth in July. Not in
quite the same form both outings since and suspicion he could prove vulnerable to younger
rivals here.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: BALLYANDY disappointed in a Cheltenham handicap when last seen in
January but has his sights lowered on his return and remains a smart prospect over fences given his
hurdle ability. He can get his chase career back on track here, perhaps at the main expense of Willie
Boy who was successful on his reappearance last season and is interesting on first outing for Charlie
Longsdon.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: BALLYANDY (1) 
2: WILLIE BOY (2) 
3: KATACHENKO (3)


